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Vijay Iyer fuses
a background
in physics
with a love
of the piano

Call
Him
Dr. Jazz

POOJA BAKRI

Mike Relm doubles up with The Current
to keep JazzFest hippin’ and hoppin’

axophonist Joshua Redman famously blew off Yale Law to pursue a career in
jazz, and there are a few medical doctors and psychiatrists among the jazz fraternity, but pianist Vijay Iyer is surely the only guy with a Masters degree in physics and a doctorate in cognitive science who plays and composes jazz for a living.
“What interested me about physics was the possibility of relating abstract concepts
to the physical world, tethering them to reality,” explains Iyer. “The fact that you can
predict the existence of elementary particles by solving an algebraic equation, that
you could imagine the world and then find it to be that way.” And music, he says,
is just another abstract concept, manifesting itself in the world. “This domain where
one is able to yoke the mind to the body. It’s a disciplined
practice that has results that are larger than yourself.”
If that conjures an aural image of new age muzak, fear
not. Iyer’s music is jazz, modern and visceral, though
he insists it’s completely grounded in his South Asian
heritage. “That rhythmic stamp that is specific to South
Indian music is omnipresent in my music,” he says. “In
terms of my compositional technique and my tactics as
an improviser, it’s literally everywhere. But I engage with
these traditions at the level of information—how is that
music organized and how does it inform the decisions I
make. It isn’t like I spent decades with a guru imbibing
and internalizing the tradition. I would never say that
I’m an Indian musician or that I play Indian music. That
would be a lie.”
Iyer’s musical exemplars, though, are all AfricanAmerican and he identifies himself with their struggle for
justice. “To be Asian-American for me is to be a person of
colour in America, and that then transcends ethnicity; it’s
more about a shared experience. I interact with the world
in a certain way, and I can’t avoid portraying those kinds
of interactions in my work. I look to my heroes—Max
Roach, Mingus, Randy Weston, Nina Simone, Hendrix,
Duke Ellington—people who took a stand, who made very
full statements with their work. It was shot through with the tension of having to
face these kinds of issues every day.”
Case in point; Iyer’s version of Hendrix’s version of “Hey Joe”. “When you choose
to engage with material from the past, you need to take a stand,” he says. “It’s a
folk song about some Scottish dude, but when Hendrix took it on he transformed
it into something so vividly American. There’s something about gun violence in
America that’s conjured in that song, there’s mayhem in there.” Iyer refracts the light
of another few decades of senseless killing into the tune, then ends up injecting just
a bit of hope.
All Iyer’s original music has the same kind of power—melody and improvisation
in the service of Truth, musical freedom in quest of Liberty. If you want to know
where jazz is headed in the 21st century, don’t miss this show.
—Ian Cochran
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azz! Smooth styles create smiles as sweating horns squeal mad
blurps and blaps to the crazy backbone, an immaculate drummer
with wild hair and an impassive bassist, a cigarette drooped from
the corner of his mouth, sad like the singer’s face. Claps and cheers
from the sweaty crowd see them off stage and, as the punters mingle
and mill, cables and wires and other electric accessories snake their
way onto the stage. Then, with black-rimmed glasses, smooth hair
and a black suit, San Francisco DJ Mike Relm takes his place behind
his instruments of choice—Serato, a laptop-based live DJ system,
Pioneer DVJ’s, a system for hands-on manipulation of DVDs, and
various other gidgets and gadgets—to play, scratch and jangle his
version of jazz tunes.
Now there will be those jazz purists out there who say, “That’s not
jazz! That’s not an instrument!” but, well . . . yes, it is. And here’s why.
One, the underlying principles of jazz as a form of music is improvisation, and scratching is practically the essence of improv. As Relm
says, there isn’t even any way to notate it. “Miles Davis would play
these crazy solos—wow—and people will sit down now and analyze
every note, write it all down,” he says. “I think that part of the charm
[of turntablism] is that you can’t do that—you can’t write down the
notation of scratching.” Besides, hip hop is all about freestyle. Or,
it was at one time anyway. “I think hip hop especially ties in to jazz
because it’s based a lot on freestyle, freeflow . . . the improvisation.
Just B (aka Justin Bangay) of The Current, the local hip hop group
opening up for Relm’s Jazzfest performance on Friday night, agrees.
“A lot of MCs have a scat-style of freestyling, which is obviously
rooted in jazz,” he says. He agrees too that hip hop and jazz have
common roots and beyond that, hip hop—especially the earlier
stuff—sampled old jazz records frequently. “We’re heavily influenced
by early ’90s hip hop, which was influenced by jazz.” He even mentions some other of this year’s JazzFest acts, Sonny Rollins for one, as
having been sampled by DJ Murge (The Current’s backbone) or by
other producers in their circle.
Relm empathizes with musicians who don’t give credibility to the
turntables as an instrument, and puts it this way: “[Turntables] can be
used as an instrument. Just like an upturned garbage can can be an
instrument—and a beautiful instrument if it’s done right—but if you
use it to throw your trash away, then it’s still just a garbage can.”
It’s just a different way of looking at music, and at jazz. Artists like
Herbie Hancock or Tom Waits (also a jazzman in his own weird way),
experiment with everything and anything to create soundscapes. Jazz
works that way. It’s not just a 3/4 rhythm and a three-piece band.
Creativity reigns in a forum where the creative mind is king—the
medium is, hopefully, accessory. And Relm is definitely creative. His
shows are an impressive array of visuals and sounds—he uses DVDs
(like Office Space or a Bjork music video) for
the combined effect of “scratching” the image
Mike Relm
and the sound at the same time—that enter(with The Current)
tain and even, amaze.
9:30 pm Friday, June 29
Bebop on down to check out Relm and
Sugar, 858 Yates
The Current’s freeflowin’ hip hop jazz stylings, or any number of other acts at any of
Tickets $25
the JazzFest venues this week. Only then can
388-4423 • 386-6121
the debates begin.
jazzvictoria.ca
—Matt J. Simmons
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Vijay Iyer Quartet
8 pm Thursday, June 28
Alix Goolden Hall, 907 Pandora
Tickets $35
388-4423 • 386-6121
jazzvictoria.ca

Know Your Local Bands
we have been recording a new album since December.
We’re waiting for the moon and the stars to align propfor the most cosmic release possible.”
Post-everything erlyOrigin
of band name?
“Kris’ cousin, who’s from space, knows this dude in
with Vincat
Nebula Five named Vincat Ragigi. However, the word
‘Ragigi’ causes the human ear incredible pain, so we
decided to stick with Vincat,” says North.
Guilty musical pleasures?
“For me—Todd Rundgren. Crystal’s is Michael
Bolton, Danny’s is Sting and Miles would be Train.”
Most memorable moment as a band:
“Probably opening for the Presidents of the United
States of America at a hippy festival in Port Alberni,”
says North. “It was our third show ever. We ate peaches
with them . . . ’nuff said.”
Who’s on your dream tour?
“The Flaming Lips . . . or Fleetwood Mac . . . or Pink
ost-punk, post-rock, post-hardcore . . . there are Floyd . . . or Led Zeppelin . . . or Heart.”
Member of your band who most needs a hug:
a lot of vague musical labels floating around these
“We hug each other a lot, so we’re probably okay.
days. My new favourite is the one locals Vincat
use to describe their sound: post-office. In other words, Our new bassist Miles isn’t totally on board with the
hugs yet, but you know we think that with a little time,
just shut up and listen to the music.
and a lot of hugs, he’ll come around.”
Describe your band’s sound in just five words:
Future plans?
“Magical, touching, fun, psychedelic pop-rock,” says
“Well,” ponders North, “we are going to record and
Kristian North, who handles vocals, guitar and keyboards in the band. (Crystal Dorval also handles vocals self-release an EP, which is a first for us. Then we are
and guitar while Danny Costello plays the drums, and going to release this album that we have finished and
is just sittin’ around pickin’ up dust. We’re
new bassist is the perhaps only monoalso working on a slew of music videos,
named Miles.)
Vincat
maybe a Christmas tour accompanied
Been together since?
by a CD—possibly for charity, but not
“Coming on to our three-year (with Shapes and Sizes, They
anniversary,” says an obviously proud Shoot Horses Don’t They?, Run sure which one—and hopefully the live
Chico Run and Miracle Fortress) production of our rock musical. And if all
North.
7 pm, Sunday, July 1
goes well we’re trying to discover a new
Latest release?
species, or create one, to breed and incor“The last thing we technically released Metro Studio, 1411 Quadra
porate into our live show.”
was I Like Their Older Stuff Better about Tickets $10 • 412-0367
two years ago,” says North. “However,
—Greg Pratt
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